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First off, this is a kenault item. It is available from RENAULT
~lST S[~VICE C~~T[R in Gardena, Cal ifornia for S48.00, which is

considerably les~than it can be purchased for at your local LOTUS
dealer~~ (Imagine that!). Out-of-towners check with your local I\enault
Oealer.

If your car begins to'overheat more rapidly in traffic than usual,
the chances are your troubles wil I be found in the operation of the
thermostatically control led radiator fan, which is bolted to the front
of your radiator. To check this out, first, shut off the engine, then,
with the switch on, press the fan switch on the dash to the second
position. This is the manual override for the fan motor. Even if the
thermostatic switch is bad, the fan should work. If your fan sounds
fine, warm up the engine to 1100 C.(1/32 of an inch on the hot side of
the line between 900 ~nd 1300) ~n your temp gauge. If the fan does not
.come on with the dash fan switch in the OFF position, the switch is bad.
It is located on the left side of the radiator and is also a Renault
item. If, however, the fan does not go on when the ignition when the
ignition is ~, and the dash switch is in the second position, we must
proceed further. First, check the fuse which is found on the right side
of the engine compartment in Series One turopas. On Series Twos, the
fuse block is located below the 'dash on the passenger side of the
tunnel. If the fuse is blown, replace with a new 35 amp fuse. Do Not
replace with higher amp fuse!! If the new fuse does riot blow, chanm
are pretty good that you'll find someth ing loose in the front compartme nt
that got into the fan blades, stopped it, causing the fuse to blow.
Always keep things up front tied down, otherwise they tend to end up in
the fan! If new fuse blows immediately, you wi II have to check further;
(a point we will pick up later in this article).

If fuse is not blown, disconnect the two fan leads from the relay
box located on the top front edge of the right fender wel I, just above
the radiator. These are the two black wires (one with a short black
sleeve and one with a red sleeve). Connect the red tipped wire to
the positive terminal on the battery. Connect the black tipped wire to
the negative terminal. If fan operates now, the trouble is in the fan
relay. This is also a Renault item. If fan still does not operate, then
the fault is probably in the fan motor itself, which brings us back to the
new fuse that blew earl ier, because the same applies in that case.

To remove the fan motor, you must remove motor, shroud and fan as a
unit, and to get at one of the four nuts that hold the unit onto the
radiator studs, you must remove the right.headl ight unit from the fender.
Care must be taken in removing the chrome ring around the headlight;
however, should you happen to ruin this item, it is an MGB piece! Having
removed the un it, remove the fan from the motor slTaft, be ing sure to note
how the fan blades are instal led, as it must be re-instal led exactly as
it originally was. Now, being very careful, remove the long bolts with
screw heads from the other end of the motor, and remove the cap;
attempting not to dislocate the brushes. If you were careful, and the
brushes are still b~oken, worn badly, dislocated or burned, chances are
this is your problem. If everything seems to look OK, it is probably
your armature that is bad. Any of the above parts that are bad c an be
purchased from Renau It. However, shou Id your armature be bad, and you
decide to have it rewound, take it to an electric motor shop and make
sure that they use wire of the same diameter as the original, and that
they use the same exact number of turns as the original.

Upon re-instal lation of this unit, make sure when fan is running,
that you can feel air being blown out of the front fender in front of
the right wheel. Ihis is mentioned because th~ two motor leads can be
reversed which will not hurt the motor, but.wlll cause the air to be
moved away' from, rather than through the r-a d iator •
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